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Let (X,&N be a sequence of real, independent, not necessarily identically 
distributed random variables (T.v.) with distribution functions Fx* , and 
S. = cyZ, X, . The authors present limit theorems together with convergence 
rates for the normalized sums &z)S. , where ‘p: N --f [w+, rp(n) + 0, n --+ co, 
towards appropriate limiting r.v. X, the convergence being taken in the weak 
(SW sense. Thus higher order estimates are given for the expression 
J~f(x) d[Fq(wlsR(x) - F&V)] which depend upon the normalizing function p, 
decomposability properties of X and smoothness properties of the function f 
under consideration. The general theorems of this unified approach subsume O- 
and o-higher order error estimates based upon assumptions on associated 
moments. These results are also extended to multi-dimensional random vectors. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND HISTORY 
Throughout the paper let (Q, CQI, P) b e an arbitrary probability space with 
distribution function (d.f.) F, of the random variable (T.v.) 2: s2 -+ R, defined 
by F,(x) = P({uJ E Q; Z(w) < x}) f or every x E [w. Furthermore, let (X& 
(N = (1, 2,...}) b e a sequence of real independent T.v., and ‘p a positive nor- 
malizing function, i.e., 
‘p: N --+ [w+, dn) = 41) (n -+ co). (l-1) 
Many of the limit theorems of probability theory may be formulated as 
theorems concerning the convergence of the normalized sum T, := rp(n)S,, , 
where S, := EnsI Xi , to appropriate limiting r.v. X, noting that the limit X 
must necessarily be stable if the sequence (X&+, is identically distributed (i.d.). 
The notion of convergence that was first used to study the normalized sums 
T, was that of pointwise convergence of the d.f. F=,(x) to F,(x) at each point 
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x E [w of continuity of F, . The basic tool in proving convergence theorems 
of this type was Fourier analysis, particularly the use of characteristic functions 
(c.f.). This approach even enabled one to study the associated rate of con- 
vergence, as in the case of the central limit theorem (CLT) (for which the 
limiting r.v. X is stable with index y = 2, i.e., X = X*, X* being a nor- 
mally distributed r.v. with mean 0 and variance 1, so that F**(x) = 
(2~r-l3~~~ exp(-t2) d u or, more generally, as in the case of the stable ) 
limit law (for which X is stable with arbitrary index y E (0,2]). 
The study of the rate of convergence in the CLT, initiated by Cramer [12] 
(1937), Berry [3] (1941), and Esseen [13] (1945) and carried out by the use 
of c.f. as mentioned, can be said to have reached a certain degree of com- 
pleteness in the particular case of i.d. r.v. with the work of Ibragimov [20] 
(1967), who not only gave sufficient but also necessary conditions (expressed 
in terms of the moments of the r.v. in questions) ensuring a prescribed rate 
of convergence FT, to F,, . In the end of the forties, Bergstrom utilized analogous 
ideas in his method of convolutions, especially outlined in [2]. 
On the other hand, in 1959 Trotter [33] presented another method in order 
to establish the CLT (without rates) which, however, was at first only taken 
up in some books on the subject (see [23, p. 1131, [14, p. 2481, [32, p. 2231, 
[26, p, 2071, [16, p. 1571). The basis of this method is the introduction of an 
operator defined via the d.f. of a r.v. allowing one to reduce the convergence 
of the T, to that of the individual general terms v(n)Xi (by a transformation 
converting convolutions to multiplication of operators). The proof itself is 
then based upon the Taylor formula. Essential for this new approach is that 
it is attached to convergence in distribution of the sequence (T,JneN to X 
(or weak convergence of the d.f. FT, to F,), i.e., 
the “convergence determining class” of functions f being C’s’@), any r E IFP = 
(0, 1,2,...) (recall (2.1) for definition of C,‘(R)), as opposed to the classical 
ones, namely, {exp(itx); t E rW>, or {~(-~,~l(x); u a continuity point of F,}. 
The associated three concepts of convergence are of course equivalent (see, 
e.g., [16 p. 661). 
Since 1965 a number of authors such as von Bahr [l], Bhattacharya and 
Rao [4] (and literature cited there), Paulaskas [27], Bloendal [5], Butzer, Hahn, 
and Westphal [S] (incorporated into [16, p. 15q), Butzer and Hahn [9], and 
Hipp [19] began to take interest in convergence in the sense of (1.2) together 
with rates for different particular functions f(x) such as xi or / x Ii, j E N, or 
other functions determined mainly by differentiability properties. Initially 
at least the first four of the authors mentioned used Fourier analytic methods 
to study the rate of convergence in (1.2), but in the seventies the Trotter 
operator-theoretic method finally broke through. The principal advantages 
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in comparison with the standard approach are that even for functions defined 
on the real line Ri it is not only more elementary and elegant but it can also 
be readily generalized to more general spaces, the proof being based on Taylor’s 
formula. In order that the elegance of the approach is not encumbered by 
a matter of notation, the material will first be presented for real T.v., and then 
extended to m-dimensional random vectors. Concerning the literature for 
the latter, Prakasa Rao [31] generalized the result of [8] to the multivariate 
case; Paulauskas [28] considered the Trotter method for separable Hilbert 
spaces (see also Kuelbs and Kurtz [24]) and even for Banach spaces [29]. 
The first aim of this paper will be to generalize the Trotter approach so 
that it is applicable in studying sufficient conditions for the (pure) convergence 
of the sums T, to a certain class of limiting r.v. X in the form (1.2) for different 
functions f. This class includes at least the symmetric stable T.v., which in 
turn include the normally distributed r.v. X*, leading to the CLT, and the 
degenerate r.v. X,, corresponding to the unit point mass concentrated at the 
origin, which leads to the weak law of large numbers (WLLN). The second 
aim of this paper will be to equip these convergence assertions with rates. 
As a matter of fact, we will distinguish between 0- and o-error estimates of 
higher order, which will lead to two types of rather general theorems. Con- 
cerning the O-theorems, again two types will be established. One corresponds 
to weaker assumptions (Theorem 1, Corollary l), the other to stronger assump- 
tions upon the moments (Theorem 2, Corollary 2). The sharper error estimates 
of the latter are achieved by expressing them in terms of the K-functional 
which is equivalent to the generalized modulus of continuity in the cases under 
consideration. This allows one to improve the error estimates in comparison 
with those of [8]. Concerning the o-theorem in the case of not necessarily 
i.d. T.v., there seems to be less information available. Here the work of the 
Vilnius school (see [30, p. 3221, [4, pp. 187 and 2221 and the references cited 
there), of Petrov (see [30, pp. 172-1861) of Bhattacharya and Rao [4, p. 2161, 
and of [8] and its generalization [31], for example, should be mentioned. In 
our approach, especially in the case of nonidentically distributed T.v., the 
difference between the 0- and o-type theorems becomes visible in the form 
of basically one supplementary condition, which is satisfied PIZY se in case the 
r.v. are i.d. It is a generalization of the Lindeberg condition of order r 3 2 
(see (4.6)); it plays an important role in this paper. 
Decisive for our unified approach to limit theorems sketched above is that 
any T.v., in particular the limiting r.v. X, can for each n E N be decomposed 
into a sum, not necessarily unique, of n stochastically independent r.v. 2i.a , 
1 < i & it, such that 
Fx = Fm(n)z;,gr,, U-3) 
Note that a trivial decomposition of X is given by the choice Z,,, = X/v(n) 
683/8/z-3 
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and Z,,, = 0, 2 < i < n, defined on a suitable probability space guaranteeing 
the independence of the r.v. Z,,, . In the case of the limiting r.v. X = X*, 
then Z,,, = ~ar(XJjl’zX*, 1 ,( i < n, with v(n) = l/sn is a suitable decom- 
position of X*, where sn2 = Cy=, Var(X,). 
Naturally one could express (1.3) equivalently in terms of associated c.f. 
so that the work of Lukacs [25],i a good part of which deals with factorization 
problems, would be a stimulation in characterizing those r.v. X that satisfy (1.3). 
A decomposition such as (1.3) allows us to begin our investigations by 
examing the difference of Fmtnjx and Fmtla)z. , corresponding to the individual 
general terms Xi and Z,,, , befdre proceedi:g to that of FT and F, . 
It should be emphasized that although the proofs of the theorems to be 
presented are actually elementary-making use of the Taylor series expansion 
and methods of approximation theory depending on the K-functional-the 
results even turn out to be best possible in the sense that to the direct theorems 
of this paper there exist matching conwerse theorems. In other words, the 
existence of certain conditions upon the moments of the r.v. in question are 
not only sufficient for a prescribed rate of convergence to zero for a fixed class 
of functions but also necessary. For the CLT and i.d. r.v. this was shown 
in [IO]; for the general case, see [17]. 
The direct convergence theorems with rates to be established together 
with their converses can be utilized not only by specializing the limiting r.v. X 
(depending on the components Z,,, with the associated v-function), but in 
addition the sequence of r.v. (XJiEN . This leads to convergence theorems 
with rates for, e.g., the Bernstein polynomials and the Szasz-Mirakjan operators 
to be treated in a further paper (see [18]). Th is makes up the unified approach 
to be presented. 
For another parallel approach to some of these results in the case of i.d. 
T.v., based upon the Lax equivalence theorem with orders, see [7]. 
To be more concrete, let us state a particular version (case 01 = r - 1 + K) 
of a main theorem (Theorem 2): If r E N, 0 < K < 1 and 
I WF,, -Fz,,,)(x> = 0 (O<j<r-l;i,nEN), IR 
then one has 
1 The authors would like to thank Eugene Lukacs, Bowling Green, Ohio, for his 
encouraging comments concerning this concept. 
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uniformly in y E I% provided that 
mp / f ‘7-1)(x + h) -f’r-l’(x)] = O(l h 11) (h E IR). (1.4) 
In case the limiting r.v. X is the normally distributed r.v. X*, then the 
latter result in the particular case of i.d. r.v. states that (Theorem lle): If 
r E N, r > 3, 0 < K < 1, and the moments of order <Y - 1 of the r.v. X, 
coincide with the corresponding 012es of X*, then one has for any function f satisfring 
(1.4) that 
= O(n-(7-l+w)(r-%)/2r[E(( Xl I’) + E(I x* Ir)]+l+K)/r)* 
This is the central limit theorem with rates, in particular with the rate O(n--(+-2)/s) 
provided the (Y - 1)th derivative f (+-I) satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order 
K = 1. 
If X = X0, then our version of the WLLN with rates for i.d. r.v. states 
in particular (Theorem 14~): If the function f satisjies (1.4) for Y = 2 with 
O<K<l,then 
=J ( S, f (3 + Y) @s&4 - f b9 / = O([~-1~(X,zll’1+~“2). 
The latter two results were stated for the particular case of i.d. r.v. for the 
sake of simplicity. 
Section 2 is concerned with questions of notation, the K-functional and 
generalized moduli of continuity and Lipschitz classes. Section 3 deals with 
the two general O-approximation theorems for functions belonging to C, , 
as well as with corresponding ones for larger function classes, C, + C,p n 
L(F=%+,), defined below, leading to Theorems 3 and 4. Section 4 is concerned 
with the general pure convergence theorem (the two cases of Corollary 3). 
a Our actual procedure will be to derive the latter result by the same methods 
as those for the o-theorem with rates. It may be regarded as a generalization 
of the Lindeberg CLT, the limiting r.v. X* being replaced by appropriate X. 
Section 5 is devoted to the extension of the results of Sects. 2-4 to the multi- 
variate situation. 
The applications of these general limit theorems with rates in the one- 
dimensional and multidimensional case to the stable limit law, the CLT and 
the WLLN, all considered with rates, will be the subject of Part II of this 
paper Cl 11. 
The contribution by the second author was supported by DFG grant 
Bu 166/25 which is gratefully acknowledged. 
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2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let C = C(R) denote the vector space of all continuous real-valued functions 
defined on the real axis R, and C, = C,(R) the subset of C(R) consisting 
of all bounded and uniformly continuous functions on R, endowed with norm 
l/f/l := sup,,a If(x For r E P set 
CJ =-T {f E c, ; f’, f” )..., f(T) E C,}, 
c,r = {fc c; f’, f” )...) f@-1) E c, f(T) E C,} 
for which 
c,o := c, zzz c, r: c 0 iv9 c,r c c,r (r E N). 
Note that xj, 0 < j < r, does not belong to C,r but to C,“. A further function 
class needed below will be L(F,), the space of all functions f(x) for which 
also all of their translationsf(x + r) are integrable with respect to F, , 2 being 
any real r.v. 
In order to describe the smoothness properties of a function f, it is useful 
to introduce the modified K-functional. For any f belonging to the algebraic sum 
and any t > 0, the K-functional is defined by 
where 1 0 lclr.. is a seminorm on CbT, given by 1 g [c,, : = I] go’) 11. lt is a well- 
known fact that K(t;f; C, + C,r, C,r) is also a seminorm on C, + C,r for 
each t > 0; it is a continuous and monotonely increasing function of t with 
lim K(t; f; C, + CbT, C,r) = 0 t+o+ (f E C, + C,‘). 
Moreover, the K-functional is equivalent to the rth modulus of continuity, 
defined for f E C, + C’,’ by 
Indeed, for any f E C, + C,*, t > 0, there are constants cr., , c,,, > 0 such that 
(see [6, pp. 192 and 2581) 
(2.3) 
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Lipschitz classes of index I E l+J and of order 0 < 01 < r will also be 
needed. These are defined as usual by 
Lip(ol; r; C, + C,‘) := {f~ C, + CbV; ~r(t; f; Cb + C,r) < &to}. (2.4) 
Note that for (Y = T’ + /3, I’ < Y - 1, 0 < /3 < 1 (see [22]) 
f E Lip@ + /3; r; C, + Cbr) 0 f (r’) E Lip@; r - r’; Cb + CE-r’). (2.5) 
If instead of 15’~~ one works in the space Cnr, it is possible to define the K- 
functional, the rth modulus of continuity and the associated Lipschitz class 
on C, + C,+‘. Note that C, + C,r = C, since C,r C C, . Moreover, the set 
of inequalities (2.3) remains valid here, and for OL = Y’ + p, Y’ < Y - 1, 
0 < fi < 1 one has 
f E Lip(v’ + /3; r; C,) 0 f (r’) f Lip@; Y - r’; C,). (2.6) 
If 2 is any real T.v., the operator V,: C, -+ C, , used by Trotter [33] and 
defined by 
Vzf(Y) := IRf(X +Y) dF&) (Y E WY (2.7) 
may also be applied to functions f 6 C, that nevertheless belong to L(F,). 
The properties of V, , to be found for f~ C, in Feller [14, p. 248ff1, carry 
over to L(F,). Indeed, V, is a linear positive “contraction” operator, i.e., 
II Vzf II d llf II (f EL(F.z)), (2.8) 
(norms being taken in the supremum sense; the value l\flj = cc is possible 
for f EL(F~)). The operators V, and V, commute; Vr, = Vz, provided 
that 2, and 2, are identically di&ibuted (ifd.). If 2, , 2, ,..., 2, are any real 
independent T.v., then 
for any f ~L(F~~~,zi) (by Fubini’s theorem). If Z,‘, Zi,..., 2,’ are also real and 
independent, then for any f E L(F~;-,(zi+z,*)) 
by (2.9) and (2.8). 
If (&)ioM is any sequence of real independent T.v., and the limiting r.v. X 
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is assumed to be v-decomposable2 into the independent components Z,,, , 
1 < i < n, n E N, (recall (1.1) and (1.3)) we shall set 
Gi,&) := @‘xi - Fz,,,>(4, 




s I * Ij d I %&)I, w 
/ G,,,(X)] denoting the total variation of Gi,n(~) over (--CO, x]. Although it 
will not necessarily be assumed that the moments of order s < r, r E N, of 
the d.f. FX, and F, exist separately, that of the difference Gi,,(x) = 
CFq - Fz*,J 1 f d x o or% s < r will, however, be assumed to be finite. For 
this reason we have written d(FXi -F=,,,)(x) instead of d[FXi(x) -F,,,“(x)]. 
3. GENERAL DIRECT O-APPROXIMATION THEOREMS 
The following two theorems and their corollaries deal with the space C’s . 
Since C, C L(F,) f or any r.v. 2, the integrability of the function need not be 
assumed. 
THEOREM 1. LetrEfV,O </3 < 1 with 
VT-1+i3;i.n := 
s 
1 x Ir-1+8 d I Gi,,(x)l < co (i, ?zEN) w 
and assume the exist constants Cj SUC?Z that 
v(n)i+l-r-B gl I t9;i.n I G ci :I VT-l+s:i.n (0 Gi G r - 1). 
Then for “ry f E Lip(r - 1 + /?; r; C,) 
II Vr,f - vxf II < (G +Mr - 1Y) dV-l+s i v~-~+B:~.~ , 
f-1 




s During the lecture concerning this matter at the Oberwolfach conference on Linear 
Spaces and Approximation (20-27 August 1977), Pesi Masani, University of Pittsburgh, 
suggested the terminology “v-decomposable” for this new notion because of the depen- 
dence upon the function 9. 
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Proof. We begin by estimating the difference with respect to the general 
terms q(n)Xi and v(n)Zi,, . Since f E C’i-’ by (2.6) with Y’ = Y - 1, one has 
by the Taylor series expansion 
r-1 
f(X +r> = z0 +f”‘(r) + (r5’-;)! [f +%) -f yy)], (3.4) . 
where ( r] - y 1 < x. This yields, since 1 pj;s,a j < CO for 0 < j < Y - 1, 
i, n E N by (3.1), 
V WWXif (Y) - V&dZi.,f (Y) 
= s w fbW +Y) G,&) 
I 
x7-l[f +l’(r]) -f “-l)(y)] dGj&) (3.5) p 
with Iv-yl <&41x1. 1 n view of (2.6) and the counterpart of (2.4), the 
latter integral itself can be estimated by 
s I x Irpl Al I x I; f (“-l); CB) d I Gi,n(x)I w 
Q hw VT-1+!9:i.n 
in view of (3.1). Together this implies 
II Cwx,f- VddZ,,“f II 
Setting 
aj:i,n := dn13 I Pi;i.n I llf (j) II/j!, 
then one has by (2.10) 
(3.6) 
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Since the double sum on the right can be estimated by 
r-1 
z. cj y dnY-‘+B gl Vr-1+5:i.n 
in view of (3.2), the desired inequality (3.3) follows. 1 
Note that (3.2) is an assumption concerning the rate (depending on p(n)) 
at which the jth moment of Xi tends to the jth moment of Z,,, . 
If one replaces (3.2) by a sharper assumption, one can improve the rate 
of convergence in Theorem 1 provided (3.1) is valid for /I = 1. This gives 
THEOREM 2. Let r E N, 0 < OL < r with vr;i,n < 00 fey i, n E N, as well as 
l-9;i.n = O (0 <j<,<r-- l;i,nEiW). 
Then one has 
In particular, ;ff E Lip(ol; r; C’s), then 
rn 
II "2--f - VxfII < 2c&dnY C vr:i.n a". L 1 i=l 
Proof. Let f~ C’s , g E CBT be arbitrary. Then 
II V,f - Vxfll < II VTJ - v,g II + II v,g - vxi? II + II vxg 
= 11 + I:! + 13 , 





4 +& < 2llf -gil. 
Sinceg(‘-l) E CB1 implies thatg E Lip(r; Y; C’s) with the Lipschitz constant lj g(r) (1, 
one may apply Theorem 1 with (3.1) for /3 = I since (3.7) implies (3.2) with 
Cj = 0, noting that C, = 0, to give 
II V,f - Vxf II G 2 (llf - g II + &Y & ~~5.~ IIP II). 
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The left side of this inequality being independent of g E CBr, taking the infimum 
over all g E CBr yields 
(3.10) 
This gives (3.8) in view of the counterpart of (2.3). Obviously (3.9) follows 
by the counterpart of (2.4). 1 
Concerning assertion (3.8) or (3.10), to ensure convergence there, it is 
appropriate that 
p)(n)’ f vr;i.n - 0 
[ 1 (n -+ a), i=l 
although the right side of (3.8) or (3.10) is meaningful in any case (see also 
Corollary 3 below). 
Let us now consider the particular case that the r.v. Xi are i.d. and that 
the decomposition components ZiSn are i.d. with respect to i and n (in which 
case the index i is either dropped in the notation or replaced by the index 1). 
Then Theorems 1 and 2 take on the forms below, as follows immediately. 
COROLLARY 1. Letr~ N,O < j3 < 1 with 
v,q+p, := I I x Ir-1+E d ( G(x)\ < 00, w 
as well as 




Then for f 6 Lip@ - 1 + fi; r; C,) there holds 
COROLLARY 2. Let r E N, 0 < OT < r and assume that v,. < 00 as well as 
(3.12). Then 
In particular, iff E Lip(ar; r; Cs), then 
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Let us note that in the i.d. case assumption (3.2) reduces to (3.12). Indeed, 
(3.2) then turns out to be 
&++1-7-8 I Pj I < cjvr-l+O (O<jjr-I) 
with /3 E (0, 11, giving (3.12) since Y + /3 > j + 1 and g)(n) + 0, n ---f co. 
In the foregoing results the error estimates were carried out in terms of the 
K-functional, moduli of continuity, and Lipschitz classes considered on the 
space Cs + CBT = C’s . It is also possible to establish the counterparts of 
Theorems 1 and 2 and Corollaries 1 and 2 for the case that these three concepts 
are considered instead on the space C, + CbT which, however, is not equal 
to the space C, , C,r not being a subspace of C, = C, . In this instance it 
must additionally be assumed that the functions are integrable with respect 
to the d.f. involved. Moreover, the terms (j f(j) [I need then no longer be bounded, 
for which reason (3.2) must be replaced by a stronger condition, namely, (3.7). 
Our results for not necessarily i.d. r.v. Xi then turn out to be 
THEOREM 3. Let r E N, 0 < @ < 1 and assume there holds (3.1) as well 
as (3.7). I f  f  EL(F~“+,) andf E Lip(r - 1 + 8; r; C, + C,‘), then 
II “7-J - ~xfll < (-w - l)!) ?w-1+8 f V,-1+f3:i.n * (3.13) 
i=l 
THEOREM 4. Theorem 2 and Corollary 2 remain valid ;f  the assumption on 
Lip(ar; r; C,) is replaced by Lip(cx; r; C, + C,‘) n L(FTncx), and l&wise does 
Corollary 1 provided Lip(r - 1 + /I; r; C,) is replaced by Lip(r - 1 + 8; r; 
G + W> n -Wrn+,). 
As will be noticed in the applications, the choice of the assumptions (3.11) 
and (3.12) is practically optimal. 
4. GENERAL DIRECT O-APPROXIMATION THEOREMS 
In order to deduce the o-error estimates the r.v. X, and Z,,, must satisfy 
additional assumptions. The proofs are different to those of Section 3 in the 
sense that one does not work with the K-functional and the Lips&& classes 
but with the uniform continuity of the function f(r). Let us first prove a result 
with respect to the general terms Xi and Z,,, . 
PROPOSITION 1. Assume that r E N and 
vr;i.n < * (i, n E N). (4.1) 
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rff~c8~nL(F,.)nL(Fzin), 1 <i<n, REN, then to each E>O there 
exists a 6 > 0 suc6 that ’ 
where 
X;;i,n := s I x Ic d I G,n(x>l. (4.2) 1z1P8lmh) 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1 we use the Taylor series expansion, 
this time up to the order r, to give 
V &&f(Y) - VddZ,,“f(Y) = i y- PWPYY) 
j-0 * 
+ 9Jw - I r! m ~~[f”%) - f”‘(yI1 G,,(4, (4.3) 
where \ r] - y ) < v(n) ) x I. Let F > 0 be arbitrary. Since f(r) E C, , there 
exists a 8 > 0 such that I r) - y ( < 6 implies 1 f(r)(~) -jr’)(y)\ < l . We 
split up the integral in (4.3) into two parts, namely, 
Say. Since 1 rl - y  1 < v(n) / x [ < 6 for 1, , one has I1 < e~,,;~,~ , and for 
1, there holds 
‘2 G 2xf;i,, Ilf”’ II* 
Collecting these results establishes the proposition. 1 
If one poses additional rate conditions upon the terms h::,,, and pj;i,n, 
then it is possible to pass over to the o-error estimates of the limiting r.v. X 
by the normalized sums T,, . 
Here we distinguish between two cases, depending upon whether the rth 
moment of the difference Gd,,, or even of the individual d.f. FX, and Fzi 11 exists. 
For this purpose we introduce the notation 
E(I xi I’) = 5r.i 9 E(l Zi,n I’) = Pr;i,n 7 (4.4‘) 
and deduce 
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THEOREM 5. Let there hold (4.1) or 57.i < co plus pr;i,n < cf), respectively, 
with r E N. 
(a) Assume thatfov 1 <j < Y, n + co, 
Oi resp. (43) 
I== 
Oj (4.5ii) 
dnY-’ f I Pj:i,n 
i=l 
aswelZasforeach6 >O,n-+ 00 
(4.G) 
(4.6ii) 




cp(n)’ f vr;i,n 9 
i=l ) 
II Vr,f - Vxfll = 
resp. (4.7i) 
( ( 
of v(n)’ i [LT.2 + P~:~LJ . (4.7ii) 
i=l 
(b) If there holds (4.6 i, resp. ii), and instead of (43, resp. ii) the sharper 
condition 
Pj:i.n = O (1 <-cj < r; i, n E N), (4.8) 
then f E Cbr n L(FTm+,) implies (4.7i, resp. ii). 
(c) If the r.v. Xi and Z,,, are i.d. and (4.8) holds, then f e Cbr n L(F,*+,) 
implies that 
// vT,f- VXfil = %hdn)') (n - 03). 
Proof. (a) We begin by proving assertion (4.7i) under the hypotheses 
of (43) and (4.6i). If E > 0 is arbitrary, one has by the triangle inequality 
and Proposition 1 that 
II Vddx,f - V.dd~~,~fl/ G -$ d+Ln IlP II 
q(n)j ilf(i’ /I. (4.9) 
j=O 
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Since C,r C C, CL(Frm+r), this yields by (2.10), (4.6i) as well as (4.5i) with 
POAVI = 0, and (3.6) that 
for A sufficiently large, establishing (4.7i). 
Now let us show that (4.5ii) and (4.6ii) imply (4.7ii). Again we obtain (4.9) 
which leads by (2.10), (4.6ii), (4.5ii), and (3.6) to 
+ q+>c (i Jy) g1 [LA + P7;i.nl 
j=O 
for n sufficiently large, completing the proof of part (a). 
(b) The proof follows similarly to that of part (a), one just has to observe 
that the last sum in (4.9) vanishes identically so that the terms I]fo) 11, 
0 < j < + - 1, do not occur. 
(c) Since CL, ~r,~ and Cy=, [cret + pr;&j are both of order O(n), the 
statement follows by part (b) p rovided condition (4.6i, resp. ii) can be shown 
to hold. Since the r.v. Xi and Z,,, are i.d., 
which tends to zero for each 8 > 0 since vr < co and dn) + 0, n -+ co. a 
Note that when referring to this theorem later on, we shall speak of Theorem 
5 (a) (i), resp. (“), u w h en meaning that part (i), respectively (ii) of the conditions 
(4.5i, resp. ii), (4.6i, resp. ii) and the conclusions (4.7i, resp. ii) are satisfied. 
In the applications of this theorem to the CLT it will be seen that one can . 
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regard condition (4.6) as a possible generalization of the Lindeberg condition 
of order r. 
As a corollary of Theorem 5 (a) we have the following convergence theorem 
(also recall remark to Theorem 2) which may be regarded as a generalization 
of the Lindeberg CLT. 
COROLLARY 3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 5 (a) in case r = 1, 
respectively r = 2, together with 
gl vl;hn = %W1), rev- 
f L52.i + P2:i.J = %W2), 
i=l 
f E C, implies that one has utuyormly in y  E R 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
fRf(X +y) @&) - J-mf(x +Y) dF,(x) = o,(l) (n -+ 00). (4. 12) 
9 2, The proof follows immediately from Theorem 5 (a), noting that C,r, r = 1 
is dense in C’s . 
It would of course be possible to deduce a direct proof of Corollary 3 without 
applying Theorem 5 (a) by carrying out Proposition 1 under the simple Taylor 
expansion of order 1 (the mean value theorem), resp. 2 (instead of order r), 
and then use a simplified version of the proof of Theorem 5 (a), together with 
(4.10), resp. (4.11). 
In the applications of Corollary 3 it will be noticed that the case r = I 
(with (4.10)) will have to be applied to yield the convergence theorem with 
respect to the Cauchy distribution as well as for the WLLN. For the CLT 
it is the case r = 2 with (4.11). 
5. EXTENSIONS TO THE MULTIVARIATE CASE 
It is not hard to extend the methods of this paper to prove various forms 
of multivariate general limit theorems. But the notations become more complex 
and involved on account of additional indices as well as the multidimensional 
Taylor expansion needed. In any case, we shall indicate at least briefly how 
the extension to the multivariate case can be carried out for the case C, (and 
not C, + C,r). Let C,(Rm) denote the class of all bounded continuous real- 
valued functions of m variables, endowed with norm llfll = supzEgpn 1 f(x)j, 
and for r E P 
c,r(fp) = (fe C,@p); f (8) E C,(W), I s I = 0, 1, L.9 + 
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Here f (8) = a/ax, ..* a/&,,f =fi,...i. with s = (i1 ,..., ii), ii E {l,..,, m}, and 
1 s 1 = j. For Cs$P) we choose the keminorm 
Ifl cBr(Rm) = If I* 
= ;y Ilf’“’ II s 7 
and now define the K-functional K,.: (0, co) x C&P) + [0, m) by 
K&f) = inf Of-g/I + t Ig I*>. 
BEC,g’W) 
Again, as for the real line, the K-functional is equivalent to the rth modulus 
of continuity, defined for f E C,(W) by 
1 h 1 denoting the usual norm for elements h = (hl,..., h”) E W given by 
1 h 1 = [c:r (hi)z]1/2. Indeed, f or any f E C&P), there exist constants M,,, , 
A!&, > 0 such that (see [21]) 
Lipschitz classes of order OL, 0 < OL < I, and index Y E IV are defined as usual by 
Lip(or; Y) = {f e C&P); wr(t; f) < Lp}. 
The Trotter operator V, of an m-dimensional random vector (r-v.) 2 = 
(zl,..., Zm): Sz --t R” is defined as in (2.7) by 
where F,(x) denotes the m-dimensional d.f. of the r.v. 2 or the distribution 
F,(B), respectively, of 2, B being a Bore1 set in IP. Now it is easy to verify 
that the statements (2.9) and (2.10) carry over to the multivariate case. 
For m-dimensional r.v. Xi = (X?,..., X,“), we assume as for real r.v. that 
the limiting r.v. X is v-decomposable, now in m-dimensional r.v. Z,,, ,..., Z,,, , 
and set 
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where s = (ir ,..., ij), i, E (I,..., m) with i s 1 = j; or K = (IQ ,..., K,,), I+ E (0 ,..., jj 
with c& K~ = j, and 
Further, let S, = Cy=, X6 and T, = v(n)S, , 9 a normalizing function 
v = N -+ Rf, as in the real line. Needed also is the multidimensional Taylor 
series expansion for fe C,r(EP) (compare [15, p. 49]), namely, 
= ,ca + If, f’“‘(Y)xS - f 1 [f’“‘(Y) -f’s’(rlbs, 
* IsI=T 
where 17 E R”, 17 - y 1 < I x I. 
The multivariate versions of Theorems 1, 2 and 5 (a), given without explicit 
proofs, now read 
vr-1+3;i,n < Q3 (4 = E fq, 
and assume there exist constants C, = Ci,,...,ij such that 
&qfl-B-T 
tl I Ps;i.n I G c8 f vr-l+8:i.n 
i=l 
foraZZO</sj <r-l,s=(i, ,..., ii). Thenfor anyfeLip(r- 1 +/3,~)n 
C~ml(Rm) there holds 
II VT”f - Vxf II < (C, + CO, m)L,) P(n)r-‘+8 ? V+1+s;i.n 9 
i=l 
where C, and C(Y, m) are constants depending on f, C, and Y, m, respectively. 
THEOREM 7. Let Y E N, 0 < 01 < Y with v,.;~.~ < 00, i, n E N, as well as 
P8;i.n = 0 (0 < IsI <r- 1,iEbI). 
Tht??ZU?&??ZUS 
II VT”f - VXf II < C(y, 4 % ([PW L vr;i.ql’r;f). 
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In particular, ; f  f E Lip(ar; r), then 
II V,f - Vxll G C(T> m)b?@)a [g %JT. 
THEOREM 8. For I E N let vrzisn < 00 or E(I Xi I’) := &.,i < 0~) phu 
E(I Z,,, 1’) := priiSn < 03, i, n E N, respectively. 




C vr;i.n s rev. 
P(n)'"'+ i I Ps,i I = 
921 
i-1 
Old ( f Kr.i + Pr:i.nl i=l 1 
aswellasforeach6>O,n+co 
lxl’dl G.n(4I i 
og 
( 1 
il vrii,% , rev. 
= 
Then one has for all f  E CBT(Rm) for which f  (*) is additionally uniformly continuous 
for all 1 s I = r 
Of 
( 
dn)' f v7:i.n 
i=l 1 
II “T,f - Vxf II = (n+ a> 
Of ( dn)’ 2 L57.i + Pr;i.nl * i=l 1 
It is of course evident how to define the function classes Cbr(W) and how 
to generalize the K-functional as well as the Lipschitz classes for the larger 
function classes C,(&P) + C,T(Rm). As explicitly carried out for real r.v. X, , 
one may generalize the theorems formulated in Sect. 3 for these larger function 
classes also to the multivariate case. 
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